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Multi-brand compatible robotic mower garages

FULLY ENJOY YOUR GARDEN
&

SECURE YOUR INVESTMENT

N E W  



RESISTANTMULTI-BRAND MADE IN EUROPE

PRODUCT
NEW



Sun

Robots will be sheltered from sun's ultraviolet rays (and moon). Thanks to their design, the air continues to

circulate, favoring good ventilation to prevent stagnation of heat and humidity. If the battery is working with a

temperature exceeding 30°C, liftetime will be reduced by 20 %. Robotic lawn mower screens are also very

sensitive to the sun and heat. 

Protect your equipment agains heat will really help to achieve its optium life expectancy and even extend

it.

Rain and sudden showers

Most of robotic lawn mowers are water resistant.  However, electronic circuits dislike humidity even more for

an extended period of time.  Generally, your robot stays at least 16 hours per day on its charging station

(mostly set for working 4/5 days per week and few hours every day). 

Hail, lightning and falling branches 

Many dangers are coming from the sky :  lightning, hail, falling branches, tile...
Without Robot Protect, you expose your device against these dangers that could cause significant damages

on your robot and its charging station. Resistant and quality, our garages will protect them against those risks

or at least reduce damages.

Prying eyes and tossed balls

If your robotic mower is outside day and night  unattended, it  may

become an easy target for thieves. Yes, recent models are equipped with

an anti-theft system, the automatic mower is an outward sign of wealth

and as the French proverb says : "Live happily live hidden"

 Your neighbor kids or yours enjoy playing ball games in your garden.

Strength and accuracy are not always under control, it may possible that

the ball hits severally your equipment, robot or its charging station (and

not only once). 

, a garage for the robotic lawn mower is essential !Yes



Robot Protect C is the smallest model of the range. It enables an optimized protection to small and medium

robotic mowers.

Amazing pieces of technology, a robotic lawn mower needs a garage to

sustainably and effectively protect them against different weather conditions that

could make them  prematurely obsolete.
Specifications

 

Inox base, composite 

material covered by 

aluminium sheet

 

 Robot maximum height : 25 cm

 

Length x Width x Height :

60 x 43 x 30 cm -- 4 kg

Multi-brand, it is adapted for lateral outlets as well as back up from the base station.

Opening roof system Easy access to the station



The 4 anchoring points of the Robot Protect C ensure a secure fastening on the ground. It is supplied with a

mounting kit and a manual to allow a quick and easy installation. 

Below, a non exhaustive list of the compatible models * :

* This Robot Protect product is compatible with the mentioned brands (trademarks owned by third parties which have not any

relation with Garden Equipment and its businesses).  They are used for ease of reference to help the customer about the

compatibility and the origin of the presented product.

An elegant design that will fit 

perfectly in your garden 

Resistant, our garages are made in Europe

with noble materials

Matériau composite

Feuilles d'aluminium

Zoom on materials used

for the Robot Protect

garages



Robot Protect A & B are our "intermediate size" garage, It protects the robots against severe weather and the

shocks (balls, falling branches...). 

Your automatic lawn mower and its base station will be subjected to

tremendous ordeals. Wind, rain, cold, sun and any bad weather patterns are

different but are all harmful for your device.

Specifications

 

Inox base, composite

material covered by 

aluminium sheet

 

 Robot maximum height : 37 cm

 

Length x Width x Height :

65 x 65 x 40 cm -- 6 kg

An elegant look that will enhance your garden 



In order to give you more choices, 2 colors are available for this model (Anthracite

and grey or black and grey). 

2 opening systems let you a free access to the robot : the roof alone or the full

garage. It will makes easier all adjustments and checks on the robot and its

charging station.

Specifications

Inox base, composite 

material covered by 

aluminium sheet

Robot maximum height : 37 cm

Length x Width x Height :

65 x 65 x 40 cm -- 6 kg

Opening roof system Full opening system

For an effective fastening  on the ground, our garages Robot Protect A or B have

12 anchoring points.



* This Robot Protect product is compatible with the mentioned brands (trademarks owned by third parties which have not any

relation with Garden Equipment and its businesses). They are used for ease of reference to help the customer about the

compatibility and the origin of the presented product.

The materials quality and their design

make the garages robust

Compatible with robotic mowers 

with lateral outlet and back up from the station

Robot Protect B is the black & grey 

alternative of Robot Protect A 

Robot Protect garages have been designed to welcome a maximum of models. 3 sizes  have been created to

optimize the adaptation regarding protection and aestheticism. 

Below, a non exhaustive list of the compatible models * :



Robot Protect XL is reserved for mastodons of its category : Robotic mowers with high mowing capacity.

Under strain, theses machines, capable of swallowing thousands of square meters, also

needs garages to ensure their longevity through time.

Multi-brand compatible, Robot Protect XL is adapted to lateral outlets as well as

back up from the base station. 

Specifications

 

Inox base, composite

material covered by 

aluminium sheet

 

 Robot maximum height : 39 cm

 

Length x Width x Height :

86 x 65 x 40 cm -- 7 kg



Thanks to the opening systems (roof only 

and the full garage), you can easily access 

to the base station.

12 anchoring points ensure to Robot Protect XL an excellent fixation on the ground. It is delivered with the

fixation kit and a manual  in order to make installation easily and quickly. 

Below, a non exhaustive list of the compatible models * :

* This Robot Protect product is compatible with the mentioned brands (trademarks owned by third parties which have not any

relation with Garden Equipment and its businesses). They are used for ease of reference to help the customer about the

compatibility and the origin of the presented product.

A natural ventilation is possible thanks

to the smart conception of the garage 



X X

* This Robot Protect product is compatible with the mentioned brands (trademarks owned by third parties which have not any

relation with Garden Equipment and its businesses). They are used for ease of reference to help the customer about the

compatibility and the origin of the presented product.

SuitableRecommended Inappropriate

COMPARATIVE TABLE
Non exhaustive list of the suitable models * 



The Robot Protect Life garage will protect your robot efficiently from weather conditions and  will be a real

planter to grow herbs, decorative plants, strawberries... 

It will protect your robotic mower and its charging station from bad weather and

especially from overexposure to the sun (anti-UV protection) to ensure the

longevity of your device. 

Multi-brand, it adapts to mowing robots that leave their base in lateral as well as

back up.

In harmony with your garden Planter max load : Up to 20 kg

Specifications

 

Inox base, composite

material covered by 

aluminium sheet

 

 Robot maximum height : 38 cm

 

Length x Width x Height :

Inner usable dimension

 73,5 x 59 x 40 cm -- 9 kg



Both practical and aesthetic, this product made in Europe has 7 anchoring points to ensure a good fixation on 

 the ground. The fixing kit and the instructions will enable you to assemble it quickly and easily. 

Below, a non exhaustive list of the compatible models * :

Aromatics, decorative plants, flowers...

Let your imagination run wild with 

Robot Protect Life 

The garage has been designed so that the

water drains outside

TRIPLE  THICKNESS

STAINLESS  STEEL 

REINFORCING BAR

A strengthened structure

* This Robot Protect product is compatible with the mentioned brands (trademarks owned by third parties which have not any

relation with Garden Equipment and its businesses). They are used for ease of reference to help the customer about the

compatibility and the origin of the presented product.
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